
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
THE ROD ROSENSTEIN /
WILLIAM BARR WINDOW
As I noted here, CNN has a report that not only
backs NBC’s report, but provides flesh to the
logic that Mueller is providing his report to
DOJ next week. That would mean several things I
said in this report are incorrect — mostly that
Mueller would wait until the Andrew Miller and
Mystery Appellant challenges are resolved
(remember, as I noted, he knows what both of
those challenges will get him).

I don’t know what to expect next week. I have
suspicions but won’t share them because I don’t
want people to treat my suspicions with any more
weight than suspicions deserve, which is not
much.

I do, however, want to talk about the timing.

This is happening in the window of time when Rod
Rosenstein is still around and — because William
Barr has presumably not been through an ethics
review on the investigation — presumably back in
charge of sole day-to-day supervision of the
investigation. But it is happening after Barr
has been confirmed, and so any problems with the
investigation that might stem from having an
inferior officer (an unconfirmed hack like the
Big Dick Toilet Salesman) supervising Mueller
are gone.

I’m fairly certain the concerns about Barr
coming in and forcing Mueller to finish this are
misplaced. I say that, in part, because Mueller
seemed to be preparing for this timing. I say
it, too, because Barr is too close to Mueller to
do that to him.

That says that Mueller is choosing this timing
(and choosing not to wait for the appeals to be
done). Whatever reason dictates this timing, by
doing it in this window, Mueller can ensure the
legitimacy of what happens, both legally
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(because Barr will be in place) and politically
(because it will be clear Rosenstein presided
over it).

So whatever comes next week, people on both
sides should accept that it is the outcome of
the investigation that Mueller deemed
appropriate.


